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Proposal for FNCA Proiectro OSAI TOT FI\UA HTO

Project Title (New or

Continuation.

Change/Revision of the

existing project)

2. Proposer (lead country,

name of Project Leader :)

3. Thematic sector and role of

nuclear science and

technology

Radiation Utilization Development ( )

Nuclear lnfrastructure Strengthening ( )

Others ( )

Check ( t ) one suitable thematic sector.

4. Reference to the Joint

Communiques and/or

Resolutions of the preceding

FNCA annual meetings

5 lmplementation Schedulel Month Year - Month Year ( years)

6. Background ofthe projecU

gap analysis

Give detailed analysis of the major problemsl needs to

be addressed by the project, and explain how these are.

linked to national and regional development plans or

frameworks.

7. Purpose of the Project Objectives, both national and regional, that are

expected to be achieved by the end of the project

period. Elaborate with quantitative indicators, if

possible.

B. Output of the Project2 lndividual objectives to be realized by the "Project

activities" in order to achieve the "Project purpose"

9. Requirements for
participation

lndicate the minimum requirements that counterpart

insiitutions in member countries would need to meet in

order to participate in this project including those related

to bud getary arrangement

10. ProjectActivities Specific activities intended to produce each "output" of

the project (identify annual plan)

'11. lmplementing and



ir
g

tf

supporting organizations in

charge of the Project

12. Stakeholders (target group

of people influenced and

affected by the Project

implementation)3 a

13. Any other activities

relevant to the proposed

Project.

1 4. lntormation on cooperation

with any other FNCA on-going/

existing projects.

15. lnformation on budgetary

arrangement 5

16. Special Notes (e.9. any

relevant information in terms of

change/ revision to

on-going/existing FNCA

projects)

INotes]
I Principally, projects standard perlod is 3 years. (Those projects of which period is less

than 3 years or exceeds 3 years can be also planned. But the latter project requires a
mid-term review in order to decide whether to continue)

' Refer to the project outcomes of scientific and technological importance.
3 Describe how the project outcome will contribute to social improvement, such as

economic groMh, improvement of quality of life, environmental protection.
* Describe the project impact to other sectors, if any.
5 Describe how the budgetary arrangement is made or planned (self-funding/joint-funding

with other participants/ or open)


